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Abstract

Component oriented software construction approaches have gained enormous attention in recent years. A
developer has to consider functional and non-functional requirements of a customer or a market segment.
For real-time systems non-functional properties - such as reliability, memory consumption and performance
- are at least as important as functional requirements. In our work, we focus on the prediction of worst case
execution time. In this paper we deal with the problem of analyzing data flow - control flow dependencies
between components with the goal of getting tight and safe WCET predictions. We use abstract interpre-
tation for this purpose. In this paper we show how this approach can be applied to an example taken from
the domain of programmable logic controllers.

Keywords: worst case execution time, abstract interpretation, components with data dependency,
programmable logic controller

1 Introduction

Component oriented software construction approaches have gained enormous at-
tention in recent years. Building large software from pieces of pre-built, plug-in
compatible software components usually lead to shorter development cycles. Sev-
eral industry standards were established during the previous years. One can think of
EJB, CORBA, .NET or Web services infrastructures just to mention a few. However
component orientation is not only an approach owned by the domain of enterprise
systems, embedded systems also profit a lot from component orientation. In our
work we focus on a special domain, specifically Programmable Logic Controllers.
A PLC is a small computer used for automation of industrial processes such as
control of factory assembly lines. PLCs are designed to work in environments with
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extended temperature ranges and are resistant to electrical noise and vibration. A
PLC is an example of a real-time system because it has to respond to an input con-
dition within a strictly bounded time. Today’s modern PLCs can be programmed
with several programming languages as described in the standard IEC61131-3 [21].
Programmers usually make high reuse of pre-fabricated libraries containing several
components.

Software development is usually triggered by the requirements of a user or by
the needs of a market segment. These are mostly functional requirements. Non-
functional requirements like performance, memory consumption or reliability play
only a secondary role in general. However if we think of embedded systems, non-
functional properties of the system are at least as important as functional ones.
Instead of relying on a general purpose prediction model with the goal of verification
of arbitrary non-functional properties of arbitrary component systems we focus (1)
on a single non-functional property: worst case execution time (WCET) (2) and
a single domain: on PLCs mentioned above (3) and develop a prediction model
working as fast and delivering WCET-estimates as tight as possible.

Verification of non-functional properties of the system is a necessary, but usually
hard task. The main difficulty originates from the fact that WCET is influenced
by several factors: (a) The software runs on hardware. Today’s PLCs differ in their
CPU-architectures implementing different caching and speculative execution strate-
gies. These kinds of ”low level” features of the hardware influence the execution
time enormously. (b) Usually the system has interactions with its environment:
with a user or with the process itself which the PLC controls. In the PLC domain
the user interactions are usually limited to starting and stopping of the control
system or signaling some alarm situations. (c) Besides the previous influence fac-
tors, the structure of the software itself affects its own execution time. There are
several difficulties that we have to overcome, such as, (c.1) complex control flow
inside components; (c.2) data flow-control flow dependencies between components;
(c.3) components with state-control flow dependencies; (c.4) or even heterogenous
systems containing a mixture of white-box components with known internal struc-
ture and black-box components with hidden inside. In this paper, we address only
problems in connection with complex component control flow and data flow-control
flow dependencies between components (c.1 and c.2 respectively). In Figure 1, a
simplified example is shown. It depicts a system having two components A and
B. The (worst case) execution time of the system and respectively of component A
depends on the input values run and imax. Furthermore, the run-time behavior of
B is influenced by its data context, in this case by the outputs of A. In this example
the internal control flow of the components is quite easy to analyze. However, there
are cases with more complex control flow, for example, different types of cycles or
mutually exclusive paths - just to mention a few. See Figure 2 for some simplified
examples.

Worst case execution time prediction of software systems is not a brand new
topic: there are several techniques already. WCET prediction is usually divided
into two parts: program path analysis [1,11,8,10,27], which determines the sequence
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SUM := 0;
IF (RUN)

FOR i := 1 TO imax DO
sum := sum + i;

END_FOR;
END_IF;

IF (RUN)
IF (sum > 200) THEN
out := 0;

ELSE
out := sum;

END_IF
END_IF;

RUN B
out

run

Fig. 1. Components with data-control flow dependency

FOR j := 1 TO ((N+3)2 + N*15)/2 DO
FOR j := i TO 2 * i DO
..

END_FOR;
END_FOR

IF (k = TRUE) N := 100
ELSE N:= 140;
..
FOR i := 1 TO N DO 

..
END_FOR

IF (a == TRUE) THEN
b := FALSE;
..

END_IF
..
IF (b = TRUE) 
THEN

..
END_IF;

Fig. 2. Examples of complex control flow

of instructions to be executed in the worst case scenario, and low level modeling
[6], which deals with the underlying hardware systems and computes the WCET of
a known sequence of instructions. Both approaches are important in determining
tight WCETs. However, these approaches do not consider component orientation
and related problems like those described above. A second family of prediction
approaches focus on component orientation and verification of some non-functional
properties [15,16,26,36,31,32,20]. As argued above, the WCET of a system highly
depends on its environment and its internal structure. In our ongoing research,
we try to profit from both research communities and develop a prediction model
yielding tight WCET estimates considering as far as possible factors influencing the
WCET on today’s PLCs.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we give an overview of our
approach. In the main part of this paper (Section 3), we focus on one step of our
approach in more detail: we describe how data-control flow dependent white bow
components can be treated. Finally, we present related work and our future steps
(Section 3).
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2 Overview of WCET Analysis

The major goal of the analysis is to compute safe (no overestimation) and tight
bounds for the worst case execution time of the system. The starting point of the
analysis is the PLC program itself. Today’s PLC programs are written according
to a specification described in IEC61131 [17]. The current (second) edition of the
standard defines two graphical and two textual PLC programming languages. (1)
A Function Block Diagram (FBD) is a graphical language, very similar to a graph-
ical view of a component system. An FBD describes a function block (component)
between input and output variables (ports). Function blocks differ in their com-
plexity: they range from elementary function blocks like MIN, MAX, SIN, COS
to function blocks like ”XYFactoryControl” responsible for the control of a whole
factory. It may be composed from a set of finer grained function blocks. Input and
output variables of different function blocks are connected by connection lines. A
function block is either black-box (hidden inside) or white-box, if its refinement is
available. (2) Structured Text (ST) is a high level, text based, block structured
language (e.g iteration loops, conditional execution e.g.), similar to PASCAL. (3)
The ladder logic is a method of drawing electrical logic schematics. It was origi-
nally invented to describe logic made from relays. A program in ladder logic, also
called a Ladder Diagram, is similar to a schematic for a set for relay circuits. It is
a graphical, rule-based rather, than a procedural programming language. (4) The
Instruction List (IL) is a text based low level language and resembles assembler.
(5) A Sequential Function Chart (SFC) is a graphical programming language. It
can be used to organize programs for sequential and parallel control processing.

A PLC program can be implemented by mixing the 5 languages desribed above.
For instance, an FBD describes a high level component overview of the system,
where components are implemented either as ST or refined by further FBD-s. In
practise languages are often paired (FBD & ST or FBD & LD). We assume in our
work, that a PLC program is implemented as a mixture of ST and FBD, other
languages (IL, SFC, LD) are not considered yet. Figure 1 depicts a simple PLC
program written in FBD and ST.

As also shown in Figure 3, our approach consists of several steps :

(i) First we analyze the system’s component structure (FBD) together with the
source code (written in ST) of white box components, if available. ST source
is analyzed with well known compiler techniques (syntactical and semantical
analysis respectively) with the goal of producing a control flow graph for each
component. Figure 4 depicts two control flow graphs extracted from the com-
ponents of our example scenario 1. (The meaning of the lines having the form
xi := xi + 1 is described later on.) The component CFG-s can be composed,
since according to the specification we know in which order components are
executed. This step yields a control flow graph for the whole system.

(ii) Given a CFG we use the Implicite Path Enumeration Technique IPET[24] to
find the WCET of the system. With this method, we model the control flow by
an integer linear program, so that the solution to the objective function is the
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Fig. 3. Overview of our approach

Fig. 4. Instrumented control flow graphs of the components

predicted WCET of the system. With IPET it’s not necessary to enumerate
all possible paths. In our current approach we assume, that each node Ni in
the CFG takes a constant time ci to execute. Let xi be the number of times
node Ni is executed on a particular path. Then equation 1 computes us the
execution time of this path. The WCET of the system is given by the maximum
value of this expression. Clearly, without any additional constraints on the xi-s
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the maximum value of this sum would be ∞.

N∑
i

xi ∗ ci (1)

There are two kinds of constraints. Structural constraints can be derived
from the structure of the CFG directly. di denotes the execution count of an
edge i. (We label the edges by di-s in Figure 4). Equation 2 says that whenever
component A is called, control flows as follows: edge d1; node x1:=x1 + 1; edge
d2.

x1 = d1 = d2 (2)

The following equation states that the header of the conditional IF (RUN) is
executed as many times as the following THEN and ELSE branches combined.

d2 = d3 + d12 (3)

The second family of constraints are called functionality constraints describ-
ing additional information such as loop execution bounds or mutually exclusive
paths. We provide the functional constraints during the step iii. The structural
constraints together with the functionality constraints and the sum to maxi-
mize (equation 1) form an integer linear programming problem (ILP) which
can be solved by an ILP-solver.

(iii) To get a tight and safe WCET estimation, we investigate the control flow
further. This step is described in the following section in more detail.

(iv) A PLC system is not composed based only on white box components. Sooner
or latter, a developer will use some components provided in libraries. Some of
them may come from 3’rd party libraries. Of course to be able to make tight
and safe WCET estimation in a heterogenous system consisting of a mixture of
white box and black box components, we assume that the 3’rd party provider
also supplies context dependent execution time properties with his black-box
components delivered. However, this paper does not focus on describing how
this information may look like and how it may be reused.

3 Analysis of Components with Data-Control Flow De-
pendencies

To get a tight and safe WCET estimation, we need to analyze the control flow of
the system in more detail. In this step, we resolve intra/inter-component data flow
- control flow dependencies, try to find bounds of cycles, identify mutually exclusive
paths etc. As depicted in Figure 1, the execution time of component A depends on
the values appearing at its input ports RUN and imax respectively. The execution
time of B depends on the outputs of A and depends on RUN. One can imagine that
the output of B is further used by other components (however this case is not shown
in Figure 1). This extract is why the outputs of B are also worth investigating.
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We use abstract interpretation [4,5] in order to find out (a) relationships between
input and output contexts of components (b) and information about the worst case
execution path. The path information yielded by the abstract interpretation are
passed as functionality constraints to the ILP solver. Assuming for example that
component A is used in a context where RUN=true, we derive that d3 = d2 and
d12 = 0 (see Figure 1).

3.1 Fundamentals of Abstract Interpretation

Abstract interpretation [4,5] is a theory of sound approximation of the semantics
of programs. It can be viewed as a partial execution of a program, gaining in-
formation about its semantics without performing all the calculations. Although
this approach can, in theory, deliver perfect results, the number of possible paths
grows exponentially for every conditional jump and every loop iteration. To avoid
the exploding nnumber of paths that have to be considered the intermediate data is
merged at certain program points (such as at the end of loops) to safely approximate
the results.

The meaning of a language is given as functions for the statements of the lan-
guage computing over a concrete domain. A domain is a partially ordered set of
values. For such a (concrete) language semantics, we define an abstract version
which consists of an abstract value domain and simpler abstract functions working
on the abstract values. The concrete meaning of a subset of the language ST is
described in Section 3.2; while Section 3.3 introduces an abstract version. For more
details about abstract interpretation see [4,5].

3.2 Syntax and Semantics of a ST Language

In this section we describe the syntax and semantics of a subset of the ST language.
Only those elements are considered here which are necessary to analyze our example
scenario shown in Figure 1.

• Variables, types and values: In this paper we limit ourself to the case that
variables are either boolean (BOOL) or integer typed (INT ). By V ar, we denote
the set of variables. V arBOOL contains all boolean typed variables and V arINT

contains all integer typed variables. (V ar = V arBOOL ∪ V arINT ). A function σ

describes the values of a set of variables V ar. σ corresponds to the State.
· σINT : V arINT → Z

· σBOOL : V arBOOL → B

· σ = σINT ∪ σBOOL

• Arithmetic expressions: An arithmetic expression a is either an integer con-
stant z ∈ Z, or a variable x ∈ V ar, or it consists of two arithmetic expressions a1,
a2 bound by a binary operator op. In this paper we use only + and − operators.
The arithmetic expressions are:
· INT -constants
· x ∈ V arvariable
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· two arithmetical expressions (a1, a2) bound by a binary operator: a1 + a2,
a1 − a2

We denote the set of all arithmetic expressions by AExp. A function A : AExp×
State → Z evaluates an arithmetic expression:

A(a, σ) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
A(a1, σ) + A(a2, σ) if (a = a1 + a2),
A(a1, σ) −A(a2, σ) if (a = a1 − a2),
a if a ∈ V arINT ,
constINT if constINT ∈ {minINT . . . maxINT }

.

For instance, if σ(i) = 8 and σ(j) = 10 then A(i + j ∗ 8, σ) = 8 + 10 ∗ 8 = 88.
• Boolean expressions: A boolean expression is either (a) ¬b, b1 ∨ b2, b1 ∧ b2,

where b1 and b2 are boolean expressions; (b) or a1 > a2, a1 ≥ a2, a1 < a2, a1 ≤
a2, a1 = a2, where a1, a2 are arithmetic expressions; (c) or true, false. We denote
the set of all boolean expressions by BExp. B : BExp × State → {true, false}
evaluates boolean expressions.

B(b, σ) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

B(b1, σ) ∧ B(b2, σ) if (b = b1 ∧ b2),
B(b1, σ) ∨ B(b2, σ) if (b = b1 ∨ b2),
¬B(b1, σ) if (b = ¬b1),
A(a1, σ) > A(a2, σ) if (b = a1 > a2),
A(a1, σ) ≥ A(a2, σ) if (b = a1 ≥ a2),
A(a1, σ) < A(a2, σ) if (b = a1 < a2),
A(a1, σ) ≤ A(a2, σ) if (b = a1 ≤ a2),
A(a1, σ) = A(a2, σ) if (b = a1 = a2),
b if b ∈ V arBOOL,
constBOOL if constBOOL ∈ {true, false}

.

• Statements: In this paper we limit to a subset of the available statements of
the ST language. An ST-based component consists of:
· Assignment statement: x := a;, where x ∈ V ar and a ∈ AExp

· Sequence: S1; S2; where S1 and S2 are statement blocks.
· Conditional statement: IF (b) THEN S1; ELSE S2; END IF; where b ∈

BExp and S1, S2 are ST-programs.
• Operational semantics: We use small-step-semantics description, which simu-

lates the execution step-by-step. < S, σ >→< S′, σ′ > denotes a transition from
a state σ of a program to state σ′ during step S → S′. Termination of a program
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is denoted by < S, σ >→< σ′ >. The rules of the semantics are given by:

< x := a, σ >→ σ[x �→ A(a, σ)] (ass)
< exit, σ >→ σ (exit)

< S1, σ >→< S1′, σ′ >

< S1;S2, σ >→< S1′;S2, σ′ >
(seq1)

< S1, σ >→< σ′ >

< S1;S2, σ >→< S2, σ′ >
(seq2)

< IF (b) THEN S1 ELSE S2 END IF, σ >→< S1, σ >, ifB(b, σ) = true (if1)
< IF (b) THEN S1 ELSE S2 END IF, σ >→< S2, σ >, ifB(b, σ) = false (if1)

• Transition function: if S and S′ are two ST-programs and Σ ⊆ State, then
next is a transition function:

nextS,S′(Σ) = {σ′|σ ∈ Σ∧ < S, σ >→< S′, σ′ >}
nextS,(Σ) = {σ′|σ ∈ Σ∧ < S, σ >→< σ′ >}

3.3 Abstract Semantics of ST Language

• Abstract values: We approximate the set of integers during the abstract inter-
pretation by [l, u] intervals, where l is the lower bound and u is the upper bound
of the interval and minINT ≤ l ≤ u ≤ maxINT . AbsState corresponds to the
abstract state of the program.

Interval ={[l, u], l, u ∈ Z ∧ minINT ≤ l ≤ u ≤ maxINT }
∪ {[l,∞], l ∈ Z ∧ minINT ≤ l ≤ maxINT }
∪ {[−∞, u], u ∈ Z ∧ minINT ≤ u ≤ maxINT }
∪ ⊥ (⊥ denotes an empty interval)
∪ � (� = [−∞,∞])

We define abstract elementary operations on the abstract values. In this paper
we use only +̃ and −̃ (∗̃ and /̃ are not considered). We define them as follows:

[l1, u1]+̃[l2, u2] = [l1 + u1, l2 + u2]
[l1, u1]−̃[l2, u2] = [l1 − u1, l2 − u2]

• Evaluation of abstract arithmetic expressions: Abstract arithmetic expres-
sions are evaluated in the following way:

Ã(a, ρ) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Ã(a1, ρ)+̃Ã(a2, ρ) if (a = a1 + a2),
Ã(a1, ρ)−̃Ã(a2, ρ) if (a = a1 − a2),
(a, ρ) if a ∈ V arINT ,
[a, a] if a ∈ Z,
⊥ if ρ = ⊥σ

.
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• Abstract transitions: Similar to the concrete semantics, we define the abstract
counterpart. Note, that in if1 and if2, the abstract values were deleted that
would have triggered the execution of the other branch.

< [x := a], abs >⇒< {ρ[x �→ ã]|ρ ∈ abs, ã ∈ Ã(a, ρ)} > (assignment)
< S1, abs >⇒< S1′, abs′ >

< S1;S2, abs >⇒< S1′;S2, abs′ >
(seq1)

< S1, abs >⇒< abs′ >

< S1;S2, abs >⇒< S2, abs′ >
(seq2)

< exit, abs >⇒< abs > (exit)

< IF b THEN S1 ELSE S2 END IF, abs >⇒< S1, abs \ {ρ|B̃(b, ρ) = 0} > (if1)

< IF b THEN S1 ELSE S2 END IF, abs >⇒< S2, abs \ {ρ|B̃(b, ρ) = 1} > (if2)

Based on this we can define the abstract ñext:

ñextS,S′(abs) =

{
abs′ if < S, abs >⇒< S′, abs′ >

∅ else
.

ñextS,(abs) =

{
abs′ if < S, abs >⇒< abs′ >

∅ else
.

3.4 Use of Abstract Interpretation

In the following we show, how the example scenario in Figure 1 can be analyzed
using abstract interpretation. Before we do that, we instrument the CFG of the
components with counter variables. The xi := xi+1 lines injected at several program
points on the CFG shown in Figure 4. Assuming that such a program would run
on a PLC, the counter variables would - after termination of the program - hold
the number of times that the corresponding path was executed during the run.
If the program is analyzed using abstract interpretation, these variables will hold
approximated values in the form of intervals. The idea using counter variables
during abstract interpretation was taken from [9].

Table 1 lists an example run of component A with inputs imax = [4, 6] and
RUN = [true, false]. Each column shows the history of variable values during the
steps of the abstract interpretation. Values in a row correspond to the state before
the step is executed. Note that abstract values are merged at certain program points
such as at joining paths and at the loop headers. See [4,5] for more details about
merging. After termination, the outputs of component A show the approximated
values: sum = [0, 21]: sum is something between [0, 21]; run and imax were not
changed during execution; x1 = [1, 1]: the components entry point is executed once,
x2 = [0, 1]: we can not say for sure whether the THEN-branch of the IF condition
is executed since the input run is either true or false; x3 = [0, 6]: the body of the
loop is executed 6 times at most. Using this information we can derive functionality
constraints for the IPET analysis introduced in Section 2.
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step program point sum run i imax x1 x2 x3

1 sum := 0;.. [0, 0] [true, false] [0, 0] [4, 6] [0, 0] [0, 0] [0, 0]

2 x1 := x1 + 1;.. [0, 0] [true, false] [0, 0] [4, 6] [0, 0] [0, 0] [0, 0]

3 IF (RUN);.. [0, 0] [true, false] [0, 0] [4, 6] [1, 1] [0, 0] [0, 0]

4 x2 := x2 + 1;.. [0, 0] [true] [0, 0] [4, 6] [1, 1] [0, 0] [0, 0]

5 i := 1;.. [0, 0] [true] [0, 0] [4, 6] [1, 1] [1, 1] [0, 0]

7 IF (i < imax);.. [0, 0] [true] [1, 1] [4, 6] [1, 1] [1, 1] [0, 0]

8 x3 := x3 + 1;.. [0, 0] [true] [1, 1] [4, 6] [1, 1] [1, 1] [0, 0]

9 sum := sum + i;.. [0, 0] [true] [1, 1] [4, 6] [1, 1] [1, 1] [1, 1]

10 i := i + 1;.. [1, 1] [true] [1, 1] [4, 6] [1, 1] [1, 1] [1, 1]

11 IF (i ≤ imax);.. [0, 1] [true] [1, 2] [4, 6] [1, 1] [1, 1] [0, 1]

12 x3 := x3 + 1;.. [0, 1] [true] [1, 2] [4, 6] [1, 1] [1, 1] [0, 1]

13 sum := sum + i;.. [0, 1] [true] [1, 2] [4, 6] [1, 1] [1, 1] [1, 2]

14 i := i + 1;.. [1, 3] [true] [1, 2] [4, 6] [1, 1] [1, 1] [1, 2]

15 IF (i ≤ imax);.. [0, 3] [true] [1, 3] [4, 6] [1, 1] [1, 1] [0, 2]

16 x3 := x3 + 1;.. [0, 3] [true] [1, 3] [4, 6] [1, 1] [1, 1] [0, 2]

17 sum := sum + i;.. [0, 3] [true] [1, 3] [4, 6] [1, 1] [1, 1] [1, 3]

18 i := i + 1;.. [1, 6] [true] [1, 3] [4, 6] [1, 1] [1, 1] [1, 3]

19 IF (i ≤ imax);.. [0, 6] [true] [1, 4] [4, 6] [1, 1] [1, 1] [0, 3]

20 x3 := x3 + 1;.. [0, 6] [true] [1, 4] [4, 6] [1, 1] [1, 1] [0, 3]

21 sum := sum + i;.. [0, 6] [true] [1, 4] [4, 6] [1, 1] [1, 1] [1, 4]

22 i := i + 1;.. [1, 10] [true] [1, 4] [4, 6] [1, 1] [1, 1] [1, 4]

23 IF (i ≤ imax);.. [0, 10] [true] [1, 5] [4, 6] [1, 1] [1, 1] [0, 4]

24 x3 := x3 + 1;.. [0, 10] [true] [1, 5] [4, 6] [1, 1] [1, 1] [0, 4]

25 sum := sum + i;.. [0, 10] [true] [1, 5] [4, 6] [1, 1] [1, 1] [1, 5]

26 i := i + 1;.. [1, 15] [true] [1, 5] [4, 6] [1, 1] [1, 1] [1, 5]

27 IF (i ≤ imax);.. [0, 15] [true] [1, 6] [4, 6] [1, 1] [1, 1] [0, 5]

28 x3 := x3 + 1;.. [0, 15] [true] [1, 6] [4, 6] [1, 1] [1, 1] [0, 5]

29 sum := sum + i;.. [0, 15] [true] [1, 6] [4, 6] [1, 1] [1, 1] [1, 6]

30 i := i + 1;.. [1, 21] [true] [1, 6] [4, 6] [1, 1] [1, 1] [1, 6]

31 IF (i ≤ imax);.. [0, 21] [true] [1, 7] [4, 6] [1, 1] [1, 1] [0, 6]

32 end [0, 21] [true, false] [0, 7] [4, 6] [1, 1] [0, 1] [0, 6]

Table 1
Abstract interpretation of component A

Now we can analyze component B (See Table 2). We use the approximated
output value sum = [0, 21] as input data context for component B. The analysis
is quite straightforward since the control flow of B does not contain any loops.
The results can be interpreted similarly as before: sum, run remain unchanged;
x4 = [1, 1]: the entry point of component B is executed with certainty; x6 = [0, 0]
says that the THEN path of conditional IFsum > 200 is never executed.

We see in the first example, that it took quite long (32 steps) to approximate
the variable/counter values of components A and B. We can speed up the ap-
proximation sequence using widening and narrowing operators as described in [5,4].
Table 3 and Table 4 show a faster approximation sequence started with the same
component inputs as previously. (Note that we use here split intervals instead of
ordinary ones.) Although we have a faster approximation sequence, the path infor-
mation is more inaccurate (see for example the sum = [0,∞]-output of component
A). Note, that the abstract interpretation process also recognized, that the output
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step program point sum run out x4 x5 x6 x7

1 x4 := x4 + 1;.. [0, 21] [true, false] [0, 0] [0, 0] [0, 0] [0, 0] [0, 0]

2 IF (RUN);.. [0, 21] [true, false] [0, 0] [1, 1] [0, 0] [0, 0] [0, 0]

3 x5 := x5 + 1;.. [0, 21] [true] [0, 0] [1, 1] [0, 0] [0, 0] [0, 0]

4 IF (SUM > 200) [0, 21] [true] [0, 0] [1, 1] [1, 1] [0, 0] [0, 0]

5 x7 := x7 + 1;.. [0, 21] [true] [0, 0] [1, 1] [1, 1] [0, 0] [0, 0]

6 out := sum;.. [0, 21] [true] [0, 0] [1, 1] [1, 1] [0, 0] [1, 1]

7 end [0, 21] [true, false] [0, 21] [1, 1] [0, 1] [0, 0] [0, 1]

Table 2
Abstract interpretation of component B started with outputs of component A

step program point sum run i imax out x1 x2 x3

1 sum := 0; [0, 0] [true, false] [0, 0] [4, 6] [0, 0] [0, 0] [0, 0] [0, 0]

2 x1 := x1 + 1; [0, 0] [true, false] [0, 0] [4, 6] [0, 0] [0, 0] [0, 0] [0, 0]

3 IF (RUN); [0, 0] [true, false] [0, 0] [4, 6] [0, 0] [1, 1] [0, 0] [0, 0]

4 x2 := x2 + 1; [0, 0] [true] [0, 0] [4, 6] [0, 0] [1, 1] [0, 0] [0, 0]

5 i := 1; [0, 0] [true] [0, 0] [4, 6] [0, 0] [1, 1] [1, 1] [0, 0]

6 IF (i ≤ imax); [0, ∞] [true] [1, ∞] [4, 6] [0, 0] [1, 1] [1, 1] [0, ∞]

7 x3 := x3 + 1; [0, ∞] [true] [1, 6] [4, 6] [0, 0] [1, 1] [1, 1] [0, ∞]

8 sum := sum + i; [0, ∞] [true] [1, 6] [4, 6] [0, 0] [1, 1] [1, 1] [1, ∞]

9 i := i + 1; [1, ∞] [true] [1, 6] [4, 6] [0, 0] [1, 1] [1, 1] [1, ∞]

10 IF (i leq imax); [0, ∞] [true] [1, 7] [4, 6] [0, 0] [1, 1] [1, 1] [0, ∞]

11 end [0, ∞] [true, false] [0, 0] U [7, 7] [4, 6] [0, 0] [1, 1] [0, 1] [0, ∞]

Table 3
Abstract interpretation of component A with faster approximation sequence

step program point sum run out x4 x5 x6 x7

1 x4 := x4 + 1; [0, ∞] [true, false] [0, 0] [0, 0] [0, 0] [0, 0] [0, 0]

2 IF (RUN) [0, ∞] [true, false] [0, 0] [1, 1] [0, 0] [0, 0] [0, 0]

3 x5 := x5 + 1; [0, ∞] [true] [0, 0] [1, 1] [0, 0] [0, 0] [0, 0]

4 IF (sum > 200) [0, ∞] [true] [0, 0] [1, 1] [1, 1] [0, 0] [0, 0]

5 x6 := x6 + 1; [201, ∞] [true] [0, 0] [1, 1] [1, 1] [0, 0] [0, 0]

6 out := 0; [201, ∞] [true] [0, 0] [1, 1] [1, 1] [1, 1] [0, 0]

7 x7 := x7 + 1; [0, 200] [true] [0, 0] [1, 1] [1, 1] [0, 0] [0, 0]

8 out := sum; [0, 200] [true] [0, 0] [1, 1] [1, 1] [0, 0] [1, 1]

9 end [0, ∞] [true, false] [0, 200] [1, 1] [0, 1] [0, 1] [0, 1]

Table 4
Abstract interpretation of component B started with outputs of component A

out of component B is certainly between 0 and 200.

4 Related Work

Related work can be grouped into two families:
(a) There are several approaches used to approximate the WCET of (real-time)

software. Generally spoken usual WCET approaches combine a control flow anal-
ysis with a low level analysis. Control flow analysis is necessary to find the worst
case scenario of the system. Several approaches are known, ranging from different
kinds of user defined path annotations [1,7,22] to automatic analysis frameworks
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[13,13,9,19,8]. The purpose of low level analysis is to determine the timing behavior
of instructions assuming that the architectural features of the target system are
known. For modern CPUs, it is important to deal with effects of various features
like pipelines [35,34,14], caches [38,23,37,3] and branch predictors [25,33]. There are
special kinds of approaches using measurements [28,18,30] or predicting probability
based WCET instead of a single tight WCET value [29,2].

(b) The second family of approaches deal with prediction of various non-
functional properties of component based systems. [31] develop a parametric con-
tracts based approach for component systems. Several approaches built upon this
model and predict properties such as reliability [32] and mean service execution time
[12]. [15] deal similar to us with IEC61131-systems, however they neither investi-
gate complex control flow in components nor data flow - control flow dependencies
between them. In our approach, we also look at the inside structure of components
to find out data flow - control flow dependencies between them. We believe that
tight WCET approximation can be done if as many features of PLC systems as
possible are considered.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We showed in this paper how data flow - control flow dependencies between com-
ponents can be analyzed using abstract interpretation. The approach can be also
applied to some extent to the analysis of complex control flow inside of components.
We showed the application of our approach on a practical example taken from the
PLC domain. In our future work we extend our abstract interpretation based ap-
proach to get a tighter prediction. Furthermore that we also plan to develop an
approach which allows to derive data-context dependent execution time informa-
tion in a highly automated fashion. The main benefit of such an approach would be
that this information could be reused during the prediction of the WCET property
of the system, without analyzing the components structure again.
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